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This one's a casual rendition of Kunis's

frock.
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This award season, many of your favorite
actresses, actors and performers were
nominated. Whether they were up for an award
at the Golden Globes, Grammys or maybe even
an Oscar, you anxiously awaited the outcomes.
While we all wonder who will win, our eyes are
clearly focused on what the nominees wear on
the red carpet.

Pretty Pastels
Easter came early for several celebrities, as they
wore simple pastel shades this award season.
However, this trend was nothing to throw eggs at;
the graceful attire had us hopping off our seats
with delight. Mila Kunis in Elie Saab at the
Oscars, Lea Michele in Oscar de la Renta at the
Golden Globes and Emma Stone in Calvin Klein
also at the Golden Globes are just a few of the
many celebrities who wore pastels this award
season. Although shopping for these looks at an
affordable price range can be similar to hunting
for Easter eggs, not all is lost; I do have a
suggestion that might make your search a little
easier. 

While we may love to wear our super sexy, short
minis, we may not feel too comfortable in them. When you're not comfortable, you're probably
not approachable. Pulling up your straps, pulling down your dress or dancing like a grandma
is probably not the sexy look you were going for. Thankfully, you can look sexy yet feel
relaxed in a luxurious BCBGMAXAZRIA number. You can find the lavender
BCBGMAXAZRIA One Shoulder Chiffon Dress at Nordstrom for $298. The fit and fabric of
this dress is easy to dance in, (not to mention breathe in) and you can actually move without
the worries of any slip-ups or undesirable stares. 

This is the perfect short cocktail dress because it incorporates many trends without making it
appear like you are trying too hard. The dress is a soft pastel color, one shoulder silhouette,
and has silk pleated overlays, making it soft and beautiful. The dress also has a black skinny
belt (another fabulous trend) that emphasizes the waist and looks slimming on various body
types. This is a must-have piece for those who want to follow the pastel movement. Be the
hippest chick and pair it with your peep-toe heels, but leave the Easter bonnet at home! 

Goddess in Green
Many celebrities are known for going green… but now they're taking it to the red carpet!
Perhaps the most stunning St. Patrick's Day parade took place on the red carpet at the
Golden Globes. Angelina Jolie in a long-sleeved Versace gown, Catherine Zeta-Jones in a
sweetheart-neckline Monique Lhuillier ball gown, and Mila Kunis in a deep-green Vera Wang
gown, all looked like the prettiest leprechauns I've ever seen. Although best supporting
actress nominee Mila Kunis didn't get lucky, she sure looked like a winner! They say the color
green represents envy, and I think many of these ladies made viewers envious over this
fabulous emerald look. The best part about this green trend is that it looks great on all skin
tones, and the striking color gives you supreme attitude! 

The Halston Heritage Deep V Dress in green, as seen on Sarah Jessica Parker on the cover
of Elle Magazine, is $325 and sold on discounted designer websites, such as
http://pinkmascara.com and http://singer22.com. The dress is a sexy silk fabric and a tad
shorter than your average cocktail dresses, but with this dangerous color, you need a daring
silhouette to match! Another beautiful, evergreen cocktail dress is Donna Morgan, sold on
http://bluefly.com. This sweetheart neckline dress is demurely priced at $112, and has an
elegant draping look, pinched at the waist with a skinny metallic belt.
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